JAMES C. GAITHER JUNIOR FELLOWS PROGRAM

CEIP is seeking approximately 12 graduating seniors (or recent graduates) to serve as research assistants for a year (1 August 2018 - 31 July 2019) in Washington, DC. Junior Fellows work with senior fellows (academics, former government officials, lawyers, journalists, etc.) from around the world conducting research for books & articles, participating in meetings with high-level officials, contributing to congressional testimony, & organizing briefings.

All positions are full-time, and include a salary and benefits package.

2018 – 2019 PROJECTS

- Democracy and Rule of Law Program
- US Foreign Policy and Diplomacy (Supporting the work of Ambassador William J. Burns, President of the CEIP shaping American diplomacy)
- Cyber Policy Initiative
- Energy & Climate Program
- Economics (Asia) Program (Mandarin Chinese reading skills a huge plus; strong background in economics essential)
- Middle East Studies Program (Strong reading fluency & ability to perform academic as well as on-line research in Arabic essential. Strong background in ME politics &/or history a huge plus.)
- South Asia Studies Program (Quantitative data manipulation skills required. A strong academic background in international relations theory, political theory, or international political economy essential as is an interest in military issues. A strong mathematical background is a plus; no foreign language required
- China Studies (Asia) Program (Mandarin Chinese reading skills a huge plus.)
- Japan Studies (Asia) Program (Japanese reading skills required.)
- Southeast Asia Studies (Asia) Program (Background in economics essential; background in politics of the region & knowledge of quantitative techniques a plus)
- Russia/Eurasia Studies (Excellent Russian reading skills required)
- Geoeconomics & Strategy Program

CAMPUS APPLICATION DEADLINE: December 5, 2017

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS & MATERIALS:
http://externalscholarships.lafayette.edu/scholarships/ceip-junior-fellow-program/